
Being the first fair exclusively devoted to moving image, LOOP is the event to discover, pro-
mote and discuss artists’ film & video in its best conditions. 

LOOP was born in 2003 in Barcelona as the first fair exclusively devoted to video art, in 
order to provide the space, attitude and attention required by these practices. LOOP has 
forged a strong community coming from the concomitant fields of contemporary art and 
cinema, and is the most efficient occasion to promote artists’ video and film amidst a spe-
cialized audience.

The 12th edition of LOOP will be held on 5-7 June 2014 in Barcelona.

LOOP’s programme consists of a showcase of selected artists’ video and films presented by 
their galleries. Organized in parallel with the Screen Festival the event converts Barcelona 
into a unique meeting point for all video art lovers.

Each year, a reduced selection of artists’ films, in which premières are taken into special 
consideration, is undertaken by the LOOP Committee. It is chaired by collector Jean-Conrad 
Lemaître (Paris) and composed by collectors Isabelle Lemaître (Paris), Josée and Marc Gen-
sollen (Marseille), Haro Cumbusyan (Istanbul). This year, the LOOP Committee is proud to 
welcome a new member: Mrs Renée Drake (Amsterdam).

Understanding that we work with time-based media, each gallery exhibits one film project 
in the hotel rooms of the hotel, thus creating a setting tightly-focused on the artists’ work 
and keeping the experience of discovery at the core of the event. Furthermore, the reduced 
scale of the event generates a lively familiar atmosphere which is moreover articulated by a 
highly-specialised Professional & Collector’s Programme. 

Also, since its inception, LOOP distinguishes the most outstanding piece and gallery pro-
posal of each edition with the LOOP Awards, which are selected by an international jury of 
experts. Throughout the nine edition of this fair exclusively devoted to video art, acclaimed 
personalities such as Bartomeu Marí (MACBA), Mark Nash (Documenta 11), Manolo Borja-
Villel (MNCARS – Museum Reina Sofia), Christine van Assche (Centre Georges-Pompidou) or 
Barbara London (MoMA) have contributed in selecting the awarded pieces.

Information: www.loop-barcelona.com | Contact: loop@screen-barcelona.com

LOOP is organized by SCREEN Projects, a cultural agency that generates cultural projects related to contem-
porary art, from Shanghai to Sao Paulo. www.screen-projects.com 
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Artists’ film & video premières



LOOP 2013, Emily Wardill, The Third Person
presented by carlier | Gebauer, Berlin

LOOP 2013, Carlos Motta, Nefandus 
presented by Galeria Filomena Soares, Lisbon

LOOP 2013, Ignasi Aballí, Film Projection
presented by Estrany de la Mota, Barcelona


